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POLYSET

PF 1005
Available in attractive colours, this monoblock chair is ergonomically designed and manufactured using the highest 
quality material. To ensure maximum comfort, it features a wide seat, armrest and backrest. It is also lightweight to carry 
and easy to wash. Plus, it contains UV stabilisers that prevent the colour from fading, which makes it an ideal choice for 
outdoor as well as indoor use.

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected

PF 1005
SIZE: 820x415x560 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SANDAL WOOD

GRANITE WHITE

GRANITE BEIGE

RED
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POLYSET

PF 1007
Looking for a durable chair for indoor and outdoor use? Take a look at this well-designed chair that is sturdy and offers 
optimal seating comfort with armrest and a backrest. This mid-back economy chair can be easily stacked on top of the 
other, thereby helping you save space. It also has UV stabilisers, which prevent the colour from fading.

PF 1007
SIZE: 785x410x555 mm
MATERIAL: PP

YELLOW

GREEN

SANDAL WOOD

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 1011
Featuring an intricate floral design on the backrest, this mid-back chair is well-built and visually attractive. Designed 
for lasting use, the chair comes with armrests that offer maximum seating comfort. The UV stabilisers in it protect the 
colour, ensuring that it won’t fade easily. What’s more, this chair can be easily be used indoors as well as outdoors.

PF 1011
SIZE: 785x410x555 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SANDAL WOOD

BROWN

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 1012
Sturdy and stable, this mid-back chair is lightweight and offers a smooth texture finish. It can be used indoor as 
well as outdoor, and it’s durable built ensures that it won’t dent or scratch easily. It has a backrest and armrest for 
comfortable sitting experience, while the UV stabilisers protect the colour from fading quickly, thereby ensuring long 
lasting use.

PF 1012
SIZE: 785x410x555 mm
MATERIAL: PP

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 1019
This multi-utilitarian chair is high on comfort and is strong & durable to withstand the rigorous of everyday use. It is a 
monoblock chair with a armrest and a backrest. It is available in an attractive colour and is ideal for indoor as well as 
outdoor use. It features a wide seat for maximum comfort, and the added UV stabilisers help prevent the colour from 
fading.

PF 1019
SIZE: 820x435x560 mm
MATERIAL: PP

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 1020
This multi-utilitarian chair is high on comfort and is strong & durable to withstand the rigorous of everyday use. It is a 
monoblock chair with arm and backrest. It is available in a variety of colours and is ideal for indoor as well as outdoor 
use. It features a wide seat for maximum comfort, and the added UV stabilisers help prevent the colour from fading.

PF 1020
SIZE: 820x435x560 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SANDAL WOOD

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 1023
Looking for a durable chair for indoor and outdoor use? Take a look at this well-designed chair that is sturdy and 
offers optimal seating comfort with armrest and a backrest. This mid-back chair can be easily stacked on top of the 
other, thereby helping you save space. It also has UV stabilisers, which prevent the colour from fading.

PF 1023
SIZE: 770x420x545 mm
MATERIAL: PP

RED

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 1055
This monoblock chair comes without the armrest and is perfect for indoor/outdoor use. The added UV stabilisers 
protect the colour from fading. This chair also offers maximum seating comfort and is lightweight & stackable, making 
it ideal if you want to save space.

PF 1055 
SIZE: 870x390x425 mm
MATERIAL: PP

GOLDEN YELLOW

RED

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 1061
Offering optimal ease and comfort, this monoblock chair without arms is suitable for outdoor and indoor use. Crafted 
from high-quality material, this chair is sturdy & is easy to clean and wash.The UV stabilisers, the colour of the chair 
won’t bleed/fade quickly. This chair is stackable and available in different colours.

PF 1061
SIZE: 860x390x425 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SANDAL WOOD

GOLDEN YELLOW

MATT BROWN

GREENRED

BLUE

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 9022
Functional and stylish, this monoblock chair has a high weight-bearing capacity. For greater comfort and stability, it 
offers a wide seat along with a armrest and a backrest. This chair is ideal for indoor as well as outdoor use. This chair 
is designed with longevity in mind and comes with UV stabilisers that prevent colours from bleeding.

PF 9022
SIZE: 775x445x560 mm
MATERIAL: PP

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

PF 9023
A durable monoblock chair, it is well-suited for indoor and outdoor use. It is designed with comfort in mind and 
features a armrest and a sturdy backrest. It also has a wide seat and won’t easily bend under heavy weight. It has UV 
stabilisers, which will prevent the colours from fading. Plus, it is lightweight and can be stacked to save space.

PF 9023
SIZE: 775x445x560 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

RELAXO 4
This low-height relaxing chair is ideal for rest and rejuvenation after a long day at work. You can easily use it outdoor 
without the fear of colour fading from the sun, as it comes with UV stabilisers. It is also ideal for indoor use and 
well-suited for older adults as well as kids. Built to last for a long time, this relaxing chair offers greater stability and 
comfort.

RELAXO 4
SIZE: 810x470x600 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SANDALWOOD

GRANITE BEIGE

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

COZY 3
This sturdy designed chair is made from high-quality material and includes UV stabilisers that prevent the colours 
from fading. The wider seat and high backrest with armrest offer optimal comfort. What’s more, it’s superior strength 
ensures it won’t bend or break easily. It is a suitable choice for indoor and outdoor home/office use.

COZY 3
SIZE: 880x440x530 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

ELEGANT
An ideal choice if you are looking for a cafeteria chair, this ergonomic and elegantly designed chair will help improve 
the aesthetic of your establishment. Built for regular use, this plastic chair comes with steel legs. It is available in 
attractive colours and is easily stackable, which makes them a space-saving solution.

ELEGANT [STEEL LEG]
SIZE: 835x445x450 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

ORANGE

GREEN

RED

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

AUDI 1
This classy-looking chair is sturdy & durable and offers maximum seating comfort with armrest and a backrest. 
Available in an attractive colour with a matte finish, this chair is ideal for indoor as well as outdoor use. The UV 
stabilisers ensure that the colours won’t fade quickly. What’s more, this chair is lightweight and can be easily stacked 
when not in use.

AUDI 1
SIZE: 840x450x580 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

SPLENDOR
Featuring a stylish rattan design, this chair offers a wide seat and comes with a high backrest for maximum comfort. This 
chair is sturdy and offers high stability and is ideal for indoor as well as outdoor use. It also comes with armrest offering 
a comfortable experience. In addition, the material used to build this chair includes UV stabilisers, which prevents the 
colour from fading.

SPLENDOR
SIZE: 862x415x580 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

CROWN
Featuring a stylish rattan design, this chair offers a wide seat and comes with a high backrest for maximum comfort. This 
chair is sturdy and offers high stability and is ideal for indoor as well as outdoor use. It also comes with armrest offering 
a comfortable experience. In addition, the material used to build this chair includes UV stabilisers, which prevents the 
colour from fading.

CROWN
SIZE: 840x420x600 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

MONARCH
If you are searching for a contemporary looking chair with a wider seating area, then this is an ideal choice. Well-
suited for indoor and outdoor use, this chair is crafted from premium material and can withstand considerable weight, 
without any issue. UV stabilisers are added to prevent the colour from fading. Also, this chair comes with a high-back 
and armrest for a comfortable experience.

MONARCH
SIZE: 880x470x575 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

EMPIRE
Seeking a sturdy yet simple chair for home and office use? Take a look at this modern-looking chair that offers a wide 
seating area. This chair comes with a high-back and armrest. It includes UV stabilisers that prevent the colour from 
fading to a dull/muted colour. Also, its strong and durable, which makes it suitable for indoor/outdoor use.

EMPIRE
SIZE: 880x470x575 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

DUKE
Crafted from high-quality material to withstand rough and tough use, this chair is durable and offers total comfort 
with a high backrest and armrest. This ultra-modern chair can also be stacked when not in use, thus saving you space. 
The colours won’t easily bleed or fade, thanks to UV stabilisers. Also, this functional and sturdy chair is lightweight to 
carry and can be used indoor as well as outdoor.

DUKE
SIZE: 880x470x575 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

NOVEL ARMLESS
Looking for a premium quality chair for indoor and outdoor use? Check out this classy rattan design chair that 
is available without an armrest. Designed for comfort and offering high-stability, this chair is sturdy and durable 
ensuring long-lasting use. It also comes with a high backrest for comfortable sitting. The best part, to prevent fading 
of colours, UV Stabilisers are added to this chair.

NOVEL ARMLESS
SIZE: 880x440x460 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

If you are searching for a contemporary looking chair with a wide seating area, then this is an ideal choice. Well 
suited for indoor and outdoor use, this chair is crafted from premium material and can withstand considerable weight, 
without any issue. UV stabilisers are added to prevent the colour from fading. Also, this chair comes with a high-back 
and armrest for a comfortable experience.

MAGNET
SIZE: 880x440x550 mm
MATERIAL: PP

MAGNET

ROSEWOOD

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

ORNATE
Functional and stylish, this monoblock chair has a high weight-bearing capacity. For greater comfort and stability, it 
offers a wide seat along with armrest and a backrest. This chair is ideal for indoor as well as outdoor use. The best part, 
this chair is designed with longevity in mind and comes with UV stabilisers that prevent colours from bleeding.

ORNATE
SIZE: 880x440x550 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ROSEWOOD

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

BOBBY
This impact-resistant kids chair is lightweight and sturdy offering maximum seating comfort and has a high weight-
bearing capacity. This baby chair is low in height, so kids can sit and get down easily. It is also beautifully designed 
and available in vibrant colours. The best part, this kids chair can be used indoors as well outdoors, as it comes with 
added UV stabilisers that prevent the colour from fading.

BOBBY [PF 1032]
SIZE: 550x265x405 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ASSORTED COLOURS

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected
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POLYSET

ASSORTED COLOURS

BABY TOY
This impact-resistant kids chair is lightweight and sturdy offering maximum seating comfort and has a high weight-
bearing capacity. This baby chair is low in height, so kids can sit and get down easily. It is also beautifully designed 
and available in vibrant colours. The best part, this kids chair can be used indoors as well outdoors, as it comes with 
added UV stabilisers that prevent the colour from fading.

DurableStackable Light
Weight

Arm RestUV
Protected

BABY TOY [PF 1033]
SIZE: 585x295x300 mm
MATERIAL: PP
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POLYSET

SIGNATURE TABLE
This premium quality centre table is compact & durable and ideal for everyday home or office use. Sporting a trendy 
rattan design, this table is available in a variety of colours and comes with UV stabilisers that protect the colour from 
fading. It is lightweight for easy portability and can be used indoors as well as outdoors without any hassle.

SIGNATURE TABLE [PF 2002]
SIZE:  500x450x420 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BEIGE

BROWN

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

CENTRO TABLE
An intricately crafted centre table, this product is made from high-quality material and features a stylish rattan design. 
This table is sturdy, stable and lightweight enough for easy moving around. From home to office and indoor to 
outdoor use, this table is easy to maintain and has long durability. The best part, this centre table comes with added 
UV stabilisers that ensure the colour remains intact even after prolonged use.

CENTRO TABLE [PF 2003]
SIZE: 900x608x465 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

HARMONY
Available in attractive colours, this table is sturdy and lightweight and can be used for a variety of purposes. It comes 
in a complete knockdown and easy to assemble design, which makes it simple to clean and maintain. It is also sturdy 
and can withstand wear & tear. Plus, it won’t break or easily bend under heavyweight.

HARMONY [PF 2004]
SIZE: 660x490x490 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BEIGE

BROWN

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

ROUND TABLE
This round table can be used as a dining/study table at home or for other purposes. Featuring a complete knockdown 
and easy to assemble design, this table is available in vibrant colours. It is sturdy and durable, ensuring long-lasting use. 
It is also easy to maintain and clean. Plus, it is lightweight, which makes it the best option for indoor/outdoor use.

ROUND DINING TABLE
[PF 2005]
SIZE: 910x910x735 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

GRANITE BEIGE

RED

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

DINING TABLE
This rectangular table can be used as a dining/study table at home or for other purposes. Featuring a complete knockdown 
and easy to assemble design, this table is available in vibrant colours. It is sturdy and durable, ensuring long-lasting use. It is 
also easy to maintain and clean. Plus, it is lightweight, which makes it the best option for indoor/outdoor use.

RECT. DINING TABLE [PF 2006]
SIZE: 1115x735x725 mm
MATERIAL: PP

SANDAL WOOD

YELLOW

BROWN

GREEN

RED

GRANITE BEIGE

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

OVAL TABLE
Available in attractive colours, this center table is sturdy, lightweight and can be used for a variety of purposes. It 
comes in a complete knockdown and is easy to assemble. It is also simple to clean and maintain. It is sturdy and can 
withstand wear & tear. Plus, it won’t break or easily bend under heavyweight.

OVAL CENTRE TABLE
[PF 2008]
SIZE: 820x440x105 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

GRANITE BEIGE

SANDALWOOD

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

PATLA 801
This heavy-duty stool offers maximum height and is ideal for home use. It is a compact stool with a strong base. It 
features a wide seat for comfortable seating. It is built from high-quality material, which ensures that it is not easily 
breakable and can last for a long time.

PATLA - 801  

SIZE: 400x400x472 mm
MATERIAL: PP

RED

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

PATLA 902
This heavy-duty stool offers maximum height and is ideal for home use. It is a compact stool with a strong base. It 
features a wide seat for comfortable seating. It is built from high-quality material, which ensures that it is not easily 
breakable and can last for a long time.

PATLA - 902
SIZE: 480x360x507 mm
MATERIAL: PP

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

RED

GRANITE BEIGE
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POLYSET

PF 999
This heavy-duty stool offers maximum height and is ideal for home use. It is a compact stool with a strong base. It 
features a wide seat for comfortable seating. It is built from high-quality material, which ensures that it is not easily 
breakable and can last for a long time.

PF 999
SIZE: 448x382x533 mm
MATERIAL: PP

BROWN

RED

GRANITE BEIGE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

ARMOUR ULTRA
This elegantly stylish stool is a heavy-duty product that can withstand weight with ease. It is a high height stool 
with a rectangular seat that ensures optimal comfort. Built from durable material, this stool comes with a rattan seat 
design and is suitable for indoor as well as outdoor use.

ARMOUR ULTRA 19
SIZE: 375x315x482 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ASSORTED COLOURS

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

REGAL ULTRA
Featuring a cylindrical body with a round shape seat, this product is a great choice if you are searching for a strong 
and sturdy stool for home, kitchen and  bathroom use. Its lightweight design makes it portable. It is made from high-
quality plastic and is extremely durable. Plus, it has a sturdy base, which provides excellent stability.

REGAL ULTRA MEDIUM PRINTED
SIZE: 352x352x365 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ASSORTED COLOURS

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

OPTIMA SMALL
Made from premium quality material, this product is a heavy-duty, low height stool ideal for everyday use. Featuring 
a rattan design, this stool is comfortable as well as functional. If you want to add a touch of elegance to your home, 
then this product is a perfect choice.

OPTIMA SMALL
SIZE: 320x320x290 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ASSORTED COLOURS

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

OPTIMA BIG
Give your home a chic and trendy look with this contemporary designed stool that is crafted from premium material. 
This stool is sturdy & compact and durable enough to withstand rough & tough use. It is also easy to clean and maintain. 
Plus, it comes with heavy weight-bearing capacity and won’t bend or break easily, thus making it an ideal product for 
long-term use.

OPTIMA BIG
SIZE: 400x400x480 mm
MATERIAL: PP

ASSORTED COLOURS

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

DEEP TUB T-40
Featuring a round-top design, this deep tub is lightweight and has a high-impact strength that ensures it is unbreakable. 
From storing water to washing clothes to gardening, this tub is ideal for various purposes. It also has in-built handles on 
the side, which makes it easy to carry water without bending.

DEEP TUB T 40
SIZE: 520x520x315 mm
MATERIAL: PE

SILVER

BLUE

PINK

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

SILVER

BLUE

PINK

DEEP TUB T-50
Featuring a round-top design, this deep tub is lightweight and has a high-impact strength that ensures it is unbreakable. 
From storing water to washing clothes to gardening, this tub is ideal for various purposes. It also has in-built handles on 
the side, which makes it easy to carry water without bending.

DEEP TUB T 50
SIZE: 550x550x335 mm
MATERIAL: PE

DurableStackable Light
Weight

UV
Protected
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POLYSET

MY SHOE 4 TIER
If you have too many shoes to count and looking for the best ways to organize them to unclutter your room, then 
this sturdy 4 tier double shoe rack is just what you need. Compact and easy to assemble, this shoe rack is lightweight, 
highly-durable and crafted from high-quality material. Its double-sided shelves provide abundant storage, so you can 
comfortably store eight pairs of shoes at home or in office.

MY SHOE 4 TIER
SIZE: 515x410x645 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

BLACK
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POLYSET

BOOTS 5 TIER

BOOTS 5 TIER
Looking for a sturdy shoe rack for home or office use? Check out this durable, lightweight and space saving 5 tier 
shoe rack. Easy to assemble, this is a multi-purpose rack that can be used for a variety of purposes. It’s strong 
built ensures that it won’t bend or break easily. This shoe rack offers space for five pairs of shoes, thus helping you 
organize your footwear collection.

SIZE: 480x365x830 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

BLACK
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POLYSET

MAGNUM 3 TIER
This heavy duty, multi-utility stylish trolley is ideal for home, office and kitchen use, and can also be used for commercial 
purposes. Available in a complete knockdown and easy to assemble design, this heavy-duty organising trolley is strong, 
durable and lightweight. This multipurpose rack is easy to clean and maintain, ensuring long-lasting use. This trolley is a 
perfect choice if you have limited space in your home or office and require a utility product for more storage.

MAGNUM 3 TIER TROLLEY
SIZE: 530x295x510 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

GREY

BROWN
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POLYSET

MAGNUM 4 TIER TROLLEY

MAGNUM 4 TIER
This heavy duty, multi-utility stylish trolley is ideal for home, office and kitchen use and can also be used for commercial 
purposes. Available in a complete knockdown and easy to assemble design, this heavy-duty organising trolley is strong, 
durable and lightweight. This multipurpose rack  is easy to clean and maintain, ensuring long-lasting use. This trolley is a 
perfect choice if you have limited space in your home or office and require a utility product for more storage.

SIZE: 530x295x725 mm
MATERIAL: PP

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

GREY

BROWN
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POLYSET

STORAGE DRUM
The rhythm of life calls for drums! Polyset drums are offered in a wide range of sizes and colours. The drum serves 
various functions, it can be used to store water in the bathroom and  kitchen, store grains in the store room and as a 
dustbin in your office, shop or factory. 

STORAGE DRUM WITH LID
C 105L
SIZE: 555x555x720 mm
MATERIAL: PE

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

GREEN

BLUE

RED
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POLYSET

STORAGE DRUM
The rhythm of life calls for drums! Polyset drums are offered in a wide range of sizes and colours. The drum serves 
various functions, it can be used to store water in the bathroom and  kitchen, store grains in the store room and as a 
dustbin in your office, shop or factory. 

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

STORAGE DRUM WITH LID C 125L
SIZE: 595x595x760 mm
MATERIAL: PE

GREEN

BLUE

RED
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POLYSET

SWING DRUM 
Polyset drums are offered in a wide range of sizes and shades. The drum can be used as a dustbin in kitchens, 
offices, canteens and commercially. This dustbin has a swing lid for easy waste disposal which also prevents 
odour from escaping the bin, keeping your surroundings clean and hygenic.This product is strong, durable and 
will last for a long time.

SWING DRUM C 80L
SIZE: 510x510x775 mm
MATERIAL: PE

Durable Light
Weight

UV
Protected

GREEN

BLUE

RED
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CROWN
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